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Society

It’s that time of the year coming up again. Valentine’s Day. This is a day some 
women look forward to while other women dread it’s arrival depending on what 

side of the fence they are sitting on and more importantly, their state of mind. 
Hotels, resorts, restaurants and entertainment spots plan numerous activities to 
maximize patronage of the said day and couples churn out in droves to mark 
this occasion.

There is nothing as precious as Love especially when it is reciprocal. You may 
face many highs and lows in life but the burden is somewhat lighter when you 
have someone special carrying the weight with you. Having a partner who loves 

you unconditionally and always has your back no matter what, must be one of the 
most precious gifts God bestowed upon man. An Adam for his Eve and an Eve for 

her Adam. Truth be told, mutually benefitting and rewarding love between
two people is something that should be treasured between them.

Romantic, yes. Achievable, yes. Appreciated, yes. Gratifying, yes. But a matter of life and death, 
No! Truth is, if life does not match to the drumbeats of your wishes where such love exists, you find love elsewhere. Not the 
love shared between lovers and partners but love within yourself, within your family and within your friends and loved ones. 
What they give you might not be pulsating but it will give you a sense of ‘somebodyness’. It will make you appreciate the 
little pleasures such people bring in your life. The listening ear. The hanging out. The long phone conversations. The advise. 
The prayers together. The words of wisdom. The belly-aching laughter. The gist. The presents. Through highs and lows they 
are there. Through your successes and failures they are there. They know what to say and how to say it to make you smile 
and feel better.

Yes...life is never a smooth journey. It is like a train ride, along the way, some people enter while others drop off. So before 
you reach your destination, you go through your journey with its bumps but you remain thankful for those who add colour 
and value to it. No man is an island and it’s moments like Valentine’s Day that reminds you of not what you don’t have...but 
what you DO have. So celebrate this day with those you love and appreciate them being in your life because they are the 
ones who make you feel special.

I hope you will be one of the lucky winners in our Valentine Giveaway pages 
inside.

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY in advance!
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Nigerian women are the fastest growing demographic of entrepreneurs in Africa. 
Despite this statistic, a lot of the women find it increasingly challenging to traverse 
the entrepreneur landscape and secure venture capital funding. How do you create 
a business that is successful and profitable? More importantly, what is needed to 
sustain your business and expand? Orode Imevbore is a serial entrepreneur who 
has discovered how to grow and maintain a profitable business. Orode shares her 
many wins and losses. KONYE CHELSEA NWABOGOR  reports.
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 MAYOWA & UCHE 
TIE THE KNOT
Beyond the glitz and glamour, 

the Wedding of Mayowa 
Awosemo and his bride Uchenna 
Ogeah will remain one of the 
biggest love stories of 2020. With 
the hashtag #myuchlove2020, 
Mayowa and Uche’s day was 
more than a just celebration, it 
was a harvest of love, light and 
life. 

The elegant couple began their 
journey to forever amidst family 
and loved ones with an exchange 
of vows at The Trinity house 
followed by a beautiful reception, 
at The Marquee at Harbour Point, 
Lagos. The colourful event which 
attracted people from all walks 
of life, also reunited families, old 
friends, colleagues and associates 
alike. 

MAYOWA & UCHE AWOSEMO
P H O T O  A K I N W U N M I  I B R A H I M
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ISRAEL & FAITH EGBIKI

Recently the families of Mr & Mrs 
Henry Egbiki and Sir Pascal and 
Lady  Winifred Ebhohimen  as their 
children, Faith ltohan Ebhohimen 
and Israel ltoya Egbiki joined 
together in the Solemnization of 
Holy matrimony. 

This took place at the SS Philip and 
James Catholic Church, ldado Lekki, 
Lagos. While the reception was held 
Royal Oaks Centre, Lekki.

It was memorable event as 
dignitaries from all sectors turned up 
to support the families of the couple. 
The event ensured no stone was left 
unturned as guests were hosted in 
a warm atmosphere with enough 
to eat and drink. It was truly a 
wonderful day for family and friends 
who witnessed the ceremony.



GLAMOROUS 
WHITE
Take a clue from MIMI ONALAJA 
and don your best white shirt 
dress for a night out. A short shirt 
dress paired with sneakers feels 
perfectly sexy without being 
overdone.
 

PRINT PLAY
Celebrate the day of love in a 
romantic dress with a playful 
print. Simple strap sandals 
help add the perfect amount 
of sultry. KIM OPRAH

LBD UPGRADE
The LBD never fails, especially 
when it comes with artfully 
placed cut-outs. Take notes 
from CHI-CHI’s crystal dress 
with fringe cut-out that feels 
nothing short of romantic.

CASUAL FLAIR
If your V-Day plans involve 
something more casual, pair 
high-waisted jeans with a 
simple crop. Matching yellow 
strappy heels only add to the 
heat. 

HINT OF PINK
Let the colour steal the 
show, LILIAN AFEGBE’s 
sleek pink look is perfect 
for any kind of date 
night. Keep this two 
piece overly sweet and 
elevated with sparkly 
pink accessories.
 

RED IS 
SEXY
Who doesn’t love a 
little shimmer and 
shine especially on a 
day like Valentine’s 
Day? A simple 
silhouette like 
this mini red dress 
styled with a pair 
of point heels will 
elevate your look and 
keep you all day sexy! 
MERCY EKE

DATE NIGHT AND BEYOND!
With Valentine’s Day right around the corner, it’s 

time to start prepping the ultimate date night outfit. 
While classic reds and pinks might be an obvious 

choice, whites in sensuous textures or a little black 
dress with sexy cut-outs shouldn’t be left out to try. No 
matter what kind of date night you have planned for 
V-Day and beyond, take a look at these stylish outfits 

straight from your favourite fashionistas.

LOOK STYLISH FOR

VALENTINE Giveaway

FU
N

VALENTINE’S DAY 
STARTED WITH THE 
ROMAN
One of the theories of Valentine 
is that while the Roman 
Emperor Claudius II was trying 
to bolster his army, he forbade 
young men to marry, because 
apparently single men make 

We know Valentine’s Day is the most romantic day of the year, but 
there are plenty more to the day than just that. Today, we continue 
to celebrate love on February 14th, by exchanging flowers, and the 
more modern chocolates and teddy bears. Here are some interesting 
fun facts about Valentine you should know too.

better soldiers. In the spirit 
of love, St. Valentine defied 
the ban and performed 
secret marriages. For his 
disobedience, Valentine 
was executed on February 
14th.

WEARING YOUR 
HEART ON YOUR 
SLEEVE
Wearing your heart on your 

sleeve is more than just a 
phrase
In the Middle Ages, 
young men and women 
drew names from a 
bowl to see who their 
Valentine would be. They 
would wear the name 
pinned to their sleeve 
for one week so that 
everyone would know 
their supposed true 

feelings. This was the 
origin of the expression 
“To wear your heart on 
your sleeve” came from. 

CUPID’S BOW AND 
ARROW ARE NOT 
JUST FOR SHOW
In Roman mythology, 
Cupid is the son of 
Venus, the goddess of 
love and beauty, he’s 

often depicted with 
a bow and arrows to 
pierce hearts and cast a 
spell of love. 
 
VALENTINE CARDS
About 1 billion 
Valentine’s Day cards are 
exchanged each year. 
This makes it the second 
largest seasonal card 
sending time of the year. 

RED ROSES
The red rose was the 
favourite flower of Venus, 
the roman goddess 
of love. Red roses are 
considered the flower of 
love because the colour 
red stands for strong 
romantic feelings.
 

WEDDING 
PROPOSAL
220,000 is the average 

FAC
TS

number of wedding 
proposals in every 
country on Valentine’s 
Day each year. VALENTI

NE

VALENTINE

To celebrate the season, some  friends if the house have decided to gift 
our beloved readers with some amazing gifts! 
 To win, simply follow us on social media @thisdaystyle and follow the 
handles below as well.
@housetohomeng
@Caesarcouture
@Lillyssecret_
@Zaronlekki
@Zhenascloset
@thecreatecompanyng
@Shoegangbymh

Good luck and We love you.

Most of us look forward to February, as 
it’s the universal month of love. We have all 

worked so hard in January and a little 
loving and pampering here and there 

wouldn’t hurt now. Lets take a break and 
feel loved. Remember, it’s the season to give 

and be given, a time to love and be loved…...

MERCY EKE

KIM OPRAH

LILIAN AFEGBEI

ROMANS ST. VALENTINE HEART IN THE SLEEVE CUBID AND ARROW VALENTINE CARDS

WEDDING PROPOSAL

ESTARE

CHI-CHI

MIMI ONALAJA

3 PIECE SET 
FOR ZHENA.

ENNADA 
DRESS  FOR 
ZHENA

HOUSE 
TO HOME 
POUFFE

CUPCAKES 
FROM THE 
CREATE 
COMPANY

ZARON 
LEKKI

CAESAR 
BLAZER

CAESAR 169 
SHOES

TED BAKER 
SANDALS FROM @
SHOEGANGBYMH

LINGERIE FROM 
LILLYS SECRETS

BY RUKY SALAKO
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T E A C H I N G  E N T R E P R E N U E R S H I P

Nigerian women are the fastest growing demographic of entrepreneurs in Africa. Despite this statistic, a lot of 
the women find it increasingly challenging to traverse the entrepreneur landscape and secure venture capital 
funding. How do you create a business that is successful and profitable? More importantly, what is needed to 
sustain your business and expand? Orode Imevbore is a serial entrepreneur who has discovered how to grow 
and maintain a profitable business.

Orode didn’t come from an entrepreneurial background but learned lessons through her many wins and losses. 
Recently she sat down with KONYE CHELSEA NWABOGOR to discuss what she’s learned along the way, business 
necessities every founder should consider and how her recent venture Business in Boxx Africa came about.

How did you become an entrepreneur?
My entrepreneur’s journey started both by default 

and desire - default because even though I got my 
Law degree, did my Bar exams and attempted a full-
time career in Law, my keen interest and passion was 
always outside Law. So naturally, I started to explore 
these other interests. My first major entrepreneurial 
activity was a clothing line, Stress Clothing that 
myself and two other budding entrepreneurs 
including my brother Tosan Jemide, started and it 
was successful but a real baptism of fire into the 
unknown. I loved the freedom it came with and was 
happy to live with the responsibility of self-survival 
knowing that a lot of your successes and failures are 
about you.  And it gave me a taste of and a hunger 
for the life of an entrepreneur. The rest they say is 
history. After that, I became serial.   

 Tell us a bit about yourself? 
I will readily admit that I am a strong woman, a 

strong God-loving and God-fearing woman with 
lot of self-awareness, and more than enough self-
respect and self-belief. I was born into a family of 
men. All my siblings are men and I am the last child 
of my Mum, so I had a beautiful childhood being 
spoilt as an only girl and last child. But I also learnt 
to hold my own in the midst of so much strength. 
I had no choice but to build inner strength and it 
has worked for me. I don’t believe I am limited by 
my gender or much else. My Father raised me to 
see myself as able to excel and compete on equal 
footing with any man (or woman) so I don’t even 
think of myself as a woman when I am operating 
in my professional space. I think women have so 
much to offer that they don’t really need to wear a 
gender toga to make an impact. I say ’If you don’t 
get a seat at the table, create your own table’! I am 
happy to see loads of women doing just that. I am 
an extroverted introvert. I love my family and I love 
people. I am extremely tender-hearted towards 
those who need help but will often shy away from 
crowds. I love my peace and quiet and I am not 
averse to being alone even though I deliberately 
seek the company of those who bring love and value 
to my life. I don’t like injustice and will more often 
than not end up fighting for the underdog. Most of 
my fights are rarely my own. 

The other things to note about me is that I am 
very passionate about the Nigerian Project. I love 
Nigeria and firmly believe that I must participate in 
the governance process one way or another. That 
includes casting my vote; holding elected and other 
serving officers accountable and serving my country 
whenever the opportunity arises regardless of party 
affiliations.

So, was getting involved in Consultancy a natural 
step for you with your background in Law?

I think it was more the natural step for someone 
who likes being part of the solution and is also a 
thinker. 

I have always been solution oriented. I am inclined 
to seek and see solutions rather than focus on the 
problems, so this inclination translated into an 
occupation. I thought it made perfect sense to be 
offering solutions rather than join the chorus of 
problem seers. 

I also recognised early that we have some gaps 
in Nigeria’s educational system that would require 
filling. It is widely acknowledged that we are not 

turning out a highly skilled workforce that can 
meet the needs of the Nigerian marketplace. Even 
teachers are poorly trained and ill-equipped for the 
tough job of building our youth into viable adults. 
In the public sector, which caters for a majority of 
Nigerian children, ‘Teacher Quality’ is low and so 
is ‘Student Achievement’. We are way behind in 
terms of our national education indices. As a result, 
in addition to the huge infrastructural challenges 
organisations face, they also have to deal with the 
tedium and expense of a poorly trained workforce. 
These competency gaps have resulted in a higher 
need for ‘on the job’ training. The value debate 
between human resources and machines may still 
be on but it is clear that human resources still have 
a huge role to play in driving any organization. 
Organisations end up with staff that need to be 
trained and re-trained and that’s a gap I am happy to 
fill. 

One of the fundamental difficulties in the 
crowded consultancy landscape is distinguishing 
your company from competitors who are just as 
easily available to shoppers. What choices did 
you make to position your company differently?

The first choice was to attract or build competency 
in terms of the skill sets required to add value to 
my clients. Our faculty of consultants and trainers 
are experts in their fields who understand the 
importance of meeting the client’s definition of 
value.

The second choice was to bring some flexibility to 
the table. Client needs are as different as the clients 
themselves are. Needs vary with sector which could 
be public or private; industry; size and pocket of the 
organisation. There is no ‘one size fits all’ solution 
that can meet these diversified needs. Flexibility 
allows us to get to know what exactly the client 
requires and how we can meet that need.    

Could you share with us some of your career 
highlights?

When I think about my career more in terms of 
wider impact made plus what posed the most 
mental challenge, it would definitely be my 
experience in the Delta State public service chairing 
in an executive capacity for three years the largest 
parastatal in the state which had a staff strength 
of 20,000 Teachers and Heads of School. The effort 

required to create value in the profit and efficiency 
driven private sector is a walk in the park compared 
to trying to make an impact in the public sector 
where the term ‘efficiency’ seems to have been 
deleted from the dictionary. The challenge was 
even more complicated by the ethnic complexities 
of Delta State. It was very fulfilling to face this 
challenge head on; using negotiation and consensus 
building tactics to bring compliance and reward 
innovations that were accepted by stakeholders and 
widely acknowledged as having worked to make the 
public-school system more efficient for the children 
of Delta State. For every handful of teachers or heads 
of school whose output was improved, thousands 
of students were impacted. Although the sheer 
numbers involved made the task very daunting, 
the gratitude of those who benefitted from the 
improvements made the experience extremely 
rewarding.

If there was a headline for your journey during 
this period, what would it be?

CREATE YOUR OWN TABLE. Bring and build 
your own value! Nigeria is going through some 
challenges and seasons like this one are not for the 
faint-hearted. 

This is the time to stop waiting and hoping and 
start doing. It’s the time to push boundaries and re-
invent one’s self to become what is required to thrive 
and succeed. Don’t limit yourself to past failures or 
even successes for that matter. Go out every day and 
make your presence on the earth count. 

Don’t be a by-stander or side watcher because it’s 
your life that is passing by. Participate actively and 
fully in your life. Be fully present in your life. A sad 
truth is a lot of people are living their lives but not 
really or fully present in it. The days are just passing 
by and their sense of awareness or connection with 
their world is dulled by the drudgery of repetition as 
well as ever present challenges.

Keep pushing past boundaries. Keep your dreams 
and hopes alive. Anyone who has stopped dreaming 
is as good as dead because a dream is the place 
where ‘tomorrow’ is birthed.

Fill a gap. Meet a need. Conquer fear. Make 
something happen instead of waiting for it to 
happen.

What do you put your success down to?  
GRIT GRIT GRIT and more GRIT. It is essential to be 

competent, knowledgeable and professional so you 
can offer and receive value. And it’s important to 
have good people skills and build a network of good 
people that will help your business grow.  But GRIT 
ensures survival when the going gets tough and 
some of the other success factors are on sabbatical. 
Every successful person has had to deploy GRIT at 
least a few times in their lifetime. 

What would you say are the key elements for 
starting and running a successful business?

• Have a plan and a back-up plan. Resources are 
only attracted to plan. A dream remains a dream 
until you make a plan.

• Connect your dots- the things you spend time 
on or focus on should tie into your plan one way or 
another. 

• Get GRIT and more GRIT. More than any other 
thing including everything they teach you in 
business school, this will get you through the 

I have always been solution 
oriented. I am inclined to seek 
and see solutions rather than 
focus on the problems, so this 
inclination translated into an 
occupation. I thought it made 

perfect sense to be offering 
solutions rather than join the 

chorus of problem seers. 

ORODE 

IMEVBORE 
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This is the time to stop waiting 
and hoping and start doing. It’s 
the time to push boundaries and 

re-invent one’s self to become 
what is required to thrive and 
succeed. Don’t limit yourself to 

past failures or even successes for 
that matter. Go out every day and 
make your presence on the earth 

count.

moments of extreme challenge that business 
throws your way. GRIT will also get you through 
inevitable seasons of self-doubt. 

• Be flexible. Operate the Serenity Prayer. Make 
changes when needed, accept failures when 
necessary, be wise to know the difference between 
the things you should accept and the ones you 
must change.

• Be prepared to fail forwards- It’s important to 
know that not every entrepreneurial activity will 
succeed. 

 
How and why did you get started with Business 
in a Box Africa?

We started Business in a Box because we believe 
in creating Employers instead of employees and 
that’s why the program is focused on teaching 
entrepreneurship and innovation to university 
students aged between 18 and 25. With 
decreasing number of jobs and increasing levels 
of unemployment, it is not rocket science that the 
informal sector and SME’s are the answer to job 
creation. If more young people get into economic 
activity that creates value for themselves and 
others, the better for us. 

When the bigger corporations are recruiting 
for one position, they receive an overwhelming 
number of applications. People are desperate to 
be employed. But if they could be shown the way 
to be self-employed and employ others, they will 
definitely take that option rather than wait years 
for jobs that they may never get. Business in A 
Boxx Africa is just pointing them towards the path 
of self-employment even before they leave school 
and providing the support required to help them 
succeed. The program is focused on teaching 
entrepreneurship and innovation to university 
students and other young aged school leavers.

 The program provides the necessary tools needed 
to start and run a successful business.

 It has an on-site element which is a six day 
workshop where students internalize the practice 
of entrepreneurship, including components of 
our proven engagement- product testing, market 
validation, customer segmentation, competitor 
analysis and go-to market strategies. However, a lot 
of the long- term support is driven by technology 
that bridges the distance gap.

 Simply put- Business in a Box is in the business of 
creating entrepreneurs, one entrepreneur at a time.

What has been the most rewarding part of your 
role with this initiative?

The most rewarding part has been participating in 
creating opportunities for young people to be assets 
and not liabilities to themselves and the society at 
large.

Bin Boxx is a catalyst for job creation, which is 
arguably one of the biggest challenges our nation 
faces. It is very satisfying to see how many driven 
young Nigerians out there that are ready for the 
entrepreneurial hustle and to know that some of 
them will have a higher chance of success because 
of our program. Nigeria actually has one of the 
highest rates of entrepreneurial activity but it has to 
be properly channelled to yield the desired result.    

As an entrepreneur, what is it that motivates and 
drives you?

I am primarily motivated by the desire to make an 
impact on the world around me. Money is important 
but not the first and sole driving force because I 
realise that a lot of extremely wealthy people are 
also extremely unhappy. There have to be other 
things on the table for me to be driven, social value, 
fulfilment, and passion. It is important to be happy 
with what you do. 

I always think that I can contribute to making life 
better one or another while smiling to the bank. That 
is the best motivator for me. And of course, the fear 
of failure is another very strong motivator. 

In one word, describe your life as an 
entrepreneur.

DETERMINED

What’s your approach to self-care and work- life 
balance? Are there any rituals you use to survive 
and thrive?

The first Rule in my self-care book is SELF-LOVE. 
Know yourself, acknowledge your strengths and 
weaknesses. Accept that you are not perfect but are 
still worthy of love even with all your imperfections. 
Accept that you are work in progress and continue 
to strive to be your best self. You have to love 
yourself to give and receive love from others. 

Loving yourself is the key to loving others and 
being good to people. You can’t give what you don’t 
have so only a balanced secure person can love 
others. Too many people are struggling with self-
hate in one form or another and they project that 
on others. Make sure you love yourself in the ways 
that really matter. Take time out to pray and be God-
centered. A relationship with God gives life meaning 
and you definitely need someone bigger than you to 
hold your hand through the seasons of life. Take time 
out to smell the roses as they say, an overly stress 
frenetic lifestyle that is solely work focused is no way 
to love yourself. Laugh a whole lot for reasons you 
don’t have to explain to anyone. Be positive alway, 
eat healthy; stay fit; deliberately de-stress and de-
clutter your life. Love yourself in whatever way that 
works for you. 

Second Rule in my self-care book is LIVE YOUR 
BEST LIFE - TODAY! Be fully present and participate 
in living your best life. Not tomorrow, not next 
year, live and enjoy life’s moments TODAY. That 
includes precious moments spent with family, 

friends and the people that really matter and 
doing the things that make you smile. There is that 
old saying that ‘Procrastination is the thief of time’. 
It’s true in more ways than we think. I think it is 
important to be deliberate with what and whom 
you invest your time on. If you have children or 
young people that you mentor, remember that 
tomorrow’s world is going to be shaped by them 
and who they become. A lot is at stake so it’s 
worthwhile to invest in them.

My third Self-Care Rule is ALWAYS BE OPEN TO 
LEARNING.  Always be open to learning about 
whether it’s for professional development or just 
taking in life’s simple or sometimes complicated 
lessons. Seeing a lesson in my positive or negative 
experiences helps me to cope better with life and I 
am better prepared to deal with situations. I think it 
is important to roll with the punches. Take the good 
and be extremely thankful for it. But do your best 
to accept the bad with fortitude. We cannot control 
everything.

What do you hope to see happen in the near 
future for small businesses in Nigeria? 

It will be nice to see businesses that are more 
resilient and competitive because they are 
leveraging on technology and other business tools 
that make the difference in terms of profitability 
and scalability. It will be even greater to see small 
businesses transform into corporations that can 
be passed from one generation to another and 
still remain sustainable even if they are privately 
owned. There are many such businesses, mostly 
called family businesses in other parts of the world 
that have thrived for years and remain very strong 
and profitable. It will be nice to see more Nigerian 
businesses enter this space and stay there.   

This question is for the entrepreneurs just 
getting into the game. What do you wish you’d 
known when you started?

No one told me just how EXTREMELY mentally 
tough you have to be to run a business in this 
environment where you have to solve so many 
problems to even function as a business. It would 
have helped me a lot to know just what I would be 
dealing with. The system seems rigged to make you 
fail. You need to know that you must be equally 
determined to succeed.  

Any future plans you would like to share? 
The plan is to keep reinventing and pushing into 

new territories. The how is still under wraps. We’ll 
just have to watch this space.

VANESSA AND EUNICE 
V A L E N T I N E  L O V E F E S T

MINUTES WITH

The year has kicked off and is fast running. Again it’s the season of Love, a season to love 
and be loved, a season to give and be given, a season to show that special one how much you 
care. Some of us get overly excited, wanting to know how we will be appreciated or celebrated. 
Speaking with Vanessa Adekoya and Eunice Omole, it sounds like EbonyLife Place is the place 
to be this Valentine because they have some goodies on offer that would just be too hard to 
resist for you lovers out there! So make sure you read and follow their instructions because 
you might just be one of the lucky recipients! Enjoy.

Eunice Omole

Vanessa Adekoya  

Tell us a bit about yourself? 
I am the Chief Strategy Officer for EbonyLife  Media responsible for the development and implementation of corporate 
strategic initiatives. I lead EbonyLifeON and maintain effective relationships with investors, commercial and co-production 
partners. I have over 20 years experience in entrepreneurship, investment banking, real estate, private equity and sales 
in North America, Europe, Africa and Asia. I hold a Bachelor’s degree in Economics from the University of Virginia, a 
Master’s degree in Real Estate from Cornell University and a Master’s degree from Columbia University Graduate School of 
Journalism. I also completed extensive MBA coursework at Cornell’s Johnson School of Management.

Tell us about the Valentine Love Fest at EbonyLife Place. 
EbonyLife Place will host its first Valentine’s LoveFest, a unique series of packages for couples, friends and loved ones looking to 

celebrate Valentine’s weekend (14-16 February) in Lagos, in a totally different way. 

What should we expect?
As Nigeria’s first luxury lifestyle and entertainment resort, EbonyLife Place is an urban oasis in the heart of Victoria Island where Lagosians live, work 
and play. You can expect a wide range of fun activities: from karaoke with a live band, to a chocolate buffet, champagne bar, love-themed cocktails, 
classic movies and gourmet food fantasies with wine pairing, there is more than enough to satisfy anyone looking for a fun way to spend time with 
loved ones. 

So many Valentine events and packages are available this season, what sets yours apart?
With a boutique hotel, three restaurants, three VIP lounges, a poolside bar, rooftop lounge and 5-screen luxury cinema, EbonyLife Place is the only 
location in the city able to offer this type of event. All five storeys of this unique space will be totally dedicated to the celebration of love for three 
whole days. Guests can indulge in an all-inclusive weekend getaway, without leaving Lagos, and still feel completely secluded from the hustle and 
bustle outside. For those who prefer to visit for a day or an evening, a number of different packages have been designed for every taste and budget. 

Tell us a bit about yourself?
I am a Corporate Executive at EbonyLife Place.
I am currently responsible for developing and driving initiatives that will set EbonyLife Place apart from other players in 
the industry; and Valentine Love Fest is one of our maiden initiatives.

How did you birth the idea?
Valentine’s is the special time when we all want to show love. We felt that it was important to birth an experience-led 
concept that resonated with quality-seeking individuals. We built EbonyLife Place with passion and purpose to meet 
seasonal needs. Every space within EbonyLife Place can be used to celebrate the season of love in the city we love. We look 
forward to hosting our guests at the first annualValentine’s Love Fest!

Who is your target market?
The Love Fest is for people in search of an original, fun, and entertaining Valentine’s experience. We believe that no group should be left 
out in this season. We have carefully curated a variety of experiences that singles, couples, friends and siblings can indulge in and enjoy.

What is your sustainability plan?
Excellence. Consistently delivering world-class experiences to our guests and clients is how we plan to stay in business long term. Everything else 
would be a bi-product of this uncompromising pursuit.
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HOW TO WIN THE GIVEAWAY
Answer the three questions below for a chance to win:
Dinner for 2 at Túraká Rooftop Restaurant & Bar on February 14th.

1-Q: What is the meaning of Túraká? 

2-Q: How many screening rooms are at EbonyLife Cinemas?

3- Q: Each room in the White Orchid Hotel boasts an original piece 
by which artist? 

On a Final Note
The packages are going quickly--- so if you 
want a spot, please call +234 902 671 7317 
to book. Also follow us on social media 
@ebonylifeplace for all the details and 
announcement of the lucky winners. 

C O V E R
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YOU BE THE JUDGE
F U N K E  B A B S - K U F E J I U S I A D E  I S I O M A

 
IYA N U  AYO D E L E

As a little kid, I loved Red but with time, I grew out 
of it but nonetheless, Red is a very striking colour. 
Chioma looks simple and stylish in this all red 
number..  8/10
Personally, I am not a fan of Red but having 
this simple two piece in Red isn’t a bad choice. 
She combined it perfectly with the nice colour 
accessories and this is a comfortable outfit to shop 
in.   7/10
 Red is actually my favourite colour and it’s a 
colour that suit many skin types. This two-piece on 
Chioma is effortless, simple but yet classy. If I were 
to wear all Red on a casual day or going for drinks, 
definitely I would go for this look. 8/10

Tall and svelte Daala looks all shades of sexy in 
this Red number but I must say there is something 
a little off about the dress and l can’t figure it out. 
Regardless, the dress suits her figure. With her 
one hell of a pose, it’s hard not to compliment her  
8/10
This is a perfect dress to show some hot legs. For 
the kind of occasion Daala wore this dress to, she 
came prepared. I will call this a statement piece  
8/10 
This is a perfect dress to look all sexy and show 
some hot legs. The dress is beautiful from the flared 
hands down to every details on the dress. It suits 
her perfectly and with the strong black African 
woman look she has going on, she sure does make 
a statement with her pose.   8.5/10

Wrap dresses are very stylish and I love this version 
of a suit wrap dress on Kefilwe. Very trendy and 
looks super comfy. I love how she has paired it with 
contrasting green shoes, breaking the all red look 
to give a fun girly vibe   7/10
This Red suit wrap dress is really unique and I will 
love to covet one myself. It is a new stylish trend 
that gives that girly boss look while showing off 
some skin. The contrasting shoe colour is eye 
catching, breaking the all Red look in a fun and 
flirty way. 8/10
This Red suit dress is one I haven’t come across yet 
but wow, I like it! It looks super comfy and easy to 
style. I also like the accessories she paired it with 
like the head band but the green shoes are not 
working for me. She should have paired with it 
white, nude or blue shoes.   7/10

I’m not sure I like Lillian’s outfit but I hope it was 
appropriate for the event. I love her makeup and 
her red lippy speaks volume giving off the glam 
vibe to finish off the look   6/10
I am sure this outfit fits well for its purpose and 
event but I won’t dare to rock this anyways. Lilian 
looks good  but I think she is showing off a little too 
much skin. A pony tail would have been a better 
hairdo to wear for this outfit. 6/10
I don’t know what event this dress was meant for 
but I hope it served its purpose. For me it’s a NO 
because this half dress half jumpsuit is something 
that does not work for every occasion. I also think 
its exposes too much of her body parts. But apart 
from that, her makeup looks good, hair perfect, 
posture great.   5/10

I have seen Sharon look a lot better than this so 
I’m disappointed with this look. However, I can’t 
help but admire her pins which compensates my 
thwarted expectation for her look.  5/10
Sometimes it’s good to look different and 
unpredictable. A lot wouldn’t expect this from 
Sharon but she really did justice to this detailed 
beautiful mini dress. The hairstyle and makeup 
are on point, flaunting those killer legs. Although I 
would have preferred silver accessories. 8/10
This dress is  just simple. I know Sharon to be a 
show stopper but right now in this dresses, she 
is just average but her choice of accessories is 
nice, her hair well packed and her face, beautiful.  
7/10

Red is definitely a colour that suits Jemima and 
this dress proves so it without a doubt. I love this 
look but don’t like how the dress wraps around 
her neck. Her hairstyle compliments her look 
and her simple choice of accessories keeps all 
eyes glued to her dress. 8/10
Red is truly elegant, and this dress does justice to 
Jemima’s beautiful figure. Her hair style would 
have been better if wrapped up so we can have a 
better view of her whole dress. Her makeup and 
accessories are simply on point. 9/10
Red is definitely a colour which makes anyone 
stand out, as Jemima  does in her beautiful 
gown, I love how the dress brings out her curves 
making her look absolutely breathtaking. Her 
posture and smile makes her look more elegant 
and her choice of accessories, perfect.  9/10
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CHIOMA IKOKWU DAALA ORUWARI:
JEMIMA OSUNDE KEFILWE MABOTE:

LILIAN AFEGBAYI SHARON OJAA

BY FUNKE BABS-KUFEJI
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1.     What year was Sofisaticat 
established?

2.     Where are Sofisticat Shops 
located in Nigeria?

3.     Who is the POSH PERFUME 
Brand Ambassador?

 ·   Kindly send all answers to our 
instagram:  @sofisticatfashion, and 
mention/tag POSHPERFUMES @posh_
perfumesng
·    Terms and Conditions apply.
  

ABOUT THE 
PERFUMESPosh Oud – 
Eau de Perfumes 100ml, 
natural spray. 

An excellent blend of sandalwood, 
cedar-leaf, cardamom, elemi, 
heliotrope, raspberry, leather, 
balsam and other distinct ingredient, 
unleashing a delicate invitation of 
authority, for the modern and classy 
men with an authentic taste of luxury.
 Posh Rogue – Eau de Perfumes, 100ml, 
inspired by the sophistication of 
romanticism of Rome. An elegant 
blend of green mandarin, jasmine, 
lily, orange blossom, cashmere, 
salicylic and more for a perfect 
fusion of sweetness and charm, 
revealing the true seductive side of 
an unstoppable lady.

When it comes to style 
and finesse in fashion, 

Chioma Ikokwu, 
popularly known as 

STE
A

L H
E

R
 LO

O
K

NAIL SHAPES TO ROCK
Social network 

fashionistas always 
look flawlessly put 

together and as trend-
setters, they have a 
lot of followers who 

always want to 
imitate their 

style.

Chioma Good Hair is one person 
to follow. She is an influencer, 

hair boss, a lover of luxury items 
and trends that she rocks 

effortlessly. She portrays her 
elegant, chic and sultry side 

with her statement outfits and 
we can’t help but get inspired!

protect the nail shape.
 
STILETTO NAIL SHAPES
For all those bold girls out there, we have only two words for you – 
stiletto nails. They are long, sharp, and all about the drama. Ladies who 

like their nails to make a statement, shouldn’t look further than 
this.

Stiletto nails are all about glitter, 
rhinestones, and other eye-

catching details that scream 
– attractive. You can style them 

with any outfit. But be careful, you 
can easily step over-the-line if you 

go too much with glitter. DAALA 
ORUWARI

 
 BALLERINA COFFIN 

NAIL SHAPES
Ballerina, aka coffin nail shape, 

is also known as Kylie Jenner’s 
signature. They mirror the shape 
of coffin or a ballerina pointy 

toe shoe. Their form is similar 
to stiletto nails, but instead 

of a pointy tip, they have 
square one but the sides are 

tapered.
Acrylic and shellac nails 

with the addition of 
details are perfect for 

daily wear. You can wear 
them matte, nude, glittered and stoned. 

Either way, you will be attractive enough for 
them to be seen. 

 
OVAL NAILS

If you liked almond-shaped 
nails, then you will 
certainly adore oval 
ones as well. These 
nails are almost the 
same shape, except 
ovals are more 
rounded at the tip. 
They are different 
from round nails as well. Oval 
nails make your fingers look slender, which 
is not the case with round ones.

The oval shape is timeless and very romantic. This 
nail shape is great for trying different techniques, 

colours, and details. Go for vivid and metallic shades as 
they will make your nails stand out.

 
SQUOVAL SHAPED NAILS

Squoval nail shape is rounded square nail. This shape is 
perfect for ladies who like easy maintained nails that are 

always in order. If you are not into sharp corners of square 
nails, look no further than this! They are pretty, versatile 
and universal, so it doesn’t really matter if your fingers 
are long, short, wide or narrow. However, if this is your 
preferred nail shape, you can also go for nude or different 
patterns to style up your nails.

EASY AND PRACTICAL SQUARE 
NAILS

Square nails might be the most popular nail 
shape among women. They are easy to achieve 

and attractive to wear. The shape is clean and 
minimalistic. The exact definition of square nails 

is: “Those with front edge perpendicular to the 
sides of nails.” They are pretty explained by the 

title – the nails are square and nothing can ruin 
their shape. They should be flat on the top and 

have extremely sharp corners.
Wear them if you have narrow nail beds and slim 
fingers. Dark colours, as well as geometric 
shapes, are perfect for trying with this nail 
shape. ANNIE IDIBIA
 

LOVELY ROUND NAILS
The classy yet bold, round nail shape 

is another popular shape that many 
women prefer. Mostly because of its easy 

maintenance. These nails practically 
mirror the shape of your fingertip and 

have circular edges at the tip.
The reason they are loved is because of their 

versatility. Anyone can wear them since round nails 
make your fingers look longer. You can style them 

with any nail polish shade, as well as with 
different details. It is on you to choose! 

You can also style them long or short – 
both will do.

 
ALMOND SHAPED NAILS

Elongated fingers with long or medium 
nail length can achieve almond shaped 

nails. These nails are filed along the sides 
but tapered to the end. They actually 

recreate the shape of almonds, which is 
more than possible to see.

Almond shape is one of the most 
elegant forms that exist. It is great for 
all ladies seeking sexy yet chic, nail shape 
that they can wear with various nails 
polish. Since natural nails can be weak, 
sometimes you would need to 
enforce them with 
acrylic to 

Nail shapes might seem like a small 
detail, but trust us; it plays a big part 
in achieving the perfect manicure. So, 
the first thing you need to do when 
you enter the nail salon is to pick a 
shape you like that suits you. VALENTINE

GIFTSFOR

Answer the following 
three questions 

correctly and get a free 
POSH Male OR Female 
Perfume courtesy of 

Sofisticat.

CHIOMA IKOKWU

ZARA SEQUINS 
TROUSER

AQUAZZURA 
SANDALS

BOTTEGA 
VENETA PURSE

DAALE ORUWARI 
ON SITELLIOUS 
NAILS  

SITELLIOUS 
NAILS

ROUNDSHAPED 
NAILS BY 
MARRISION

OVAL NAILS 
HALISHNAILS 

SQUOVAL SHAPE 
EVERYTHING 
NAILS

SQUARE NAILS 
ALMOND 
SHAPE NAILS 
FROM UCHE 

 BALLARINA NAIL

DIOR

FREE
BY IYANU AYODELE BY USIADE ISIOMA
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Beauty
How do I pick the right bronzer for 
my skin colour?

The key is to find a colour that’s 
two or three shades deeper than your 
natural skin tone,which add a bit of 
warmth. Pick a shade that’s more beige 
than brown, and if you have dark skin, 
look for a rich bronze with an orange 
or apricot undertone so your face isn’t 
monochromatic. Apply it along the 
hairline, the bridge of your nose, and 
the sides of your cheeks. If you darken 
the whole face, you’ll create a muddy 
cast.

I have just bought a new set of 
brushes as my old ones went bad 
very quickly because I wasn’t 
cleaning them properly. What is the 
best way to clean my brushes so 
that I don’t spoil the new ones I just got?

Your makeup brushes can last for years, 
as long as you’re cleaning them every four 
to eight weeks. For your cleansing solution, 
use milk baby shampoo or mix olive oil 
with dish soap.

I have serious bags under my eyes and 
I have tried very hard to conceal them 
without any luck. Can you recommend 
something?

Try a cold compress first thing in the 
morning. Clean potato or cucumber slices 
that have been refrigerated will also work. 
Another option? After your morning cup 
of tea, place cold tea bags under your 
eyes for a few minutes for the same 
effect.

I have always love the smokey eye 
look but too scared to try it, can you 
tell me the best way to go about it?

Try a fully lined black eye makeup 
kit. It’s easier than blending eye 
shadow colours, especially when 
you’re short on time. First use a 
primer to help lock in your liner. 
Next, draw a thick line around the 
eye, from the inner to outer corners, 
then in the waterline. Using an 
angled brush, set the liner with 
black eye shadow. Finish with several coats 
of mascara so lashes still stand out! 

Sometimes I get so tired to wash off my makeup, is it 
really that bad if I sleep with my makeup on for one 
night? 

While it won’t cause major damage (we know; we’ve 
done it), but we wouldn’t recommend making it a habit 
since it can clog pores and prevent the skin from properly 
regenerating. For those times when you’re too tired to 
stand at the sink, stash these individually wrapped wipes 
by your bedside to remove makeup without leaving 
behind a sticky-feeling residue. 

I have tried several fragrances yet it fades off quickly, can you 
help me with a lasting solution for it to stay longer?

We learned this trick from perfume experts: Apply unscented 
lotion or Vaseline on the areas you’re going to spritz. When you spray 
your fragrance, it’ll help the scent stick to skin so it lingers for hours.

Q U E S T I O N  A N D  A N S W E R 

ANTI-AGING 
BEAUTY 
REGIMEN
Taking care of your skin and fighting the 
aging process doesn’t have to be costly or even 
complicated. The following beauty regimen will 
work for you at home or in the spa:

CLEANSING
This is the first step in taking 
care of your skin. You shouldn’t 
skip it for any reason. Cleansing 
involves makeup removal and 
deep cleansing. Ensure that you 
use a smooth makeup remover 
appropriate for your skin. Also 
always use warm water to pat dry 
your skin. 

EXFOLIATION
Exfoliation is important in removing old dead cells. It also 
serves as the best way to stimulate blood circulation; 
regenerating cells and stimulating collagen production. These 
will promote youthfulness by maintaining firmness of the 
skin.

STEAMING
The heat from the hot steam or moisture in the towel will loosen up plugs. 
Steaming is an important toxin or impurities removal process because 
sweating is encouraged. This therefore ensures that all dirt is excreted.

MASSAGING
Adequate blood circulation, skin cells 
stimulation and lubrication is achieved 
through massage. Simple massaging in 
circular motion with essential massage 
oil will enhance your skin’s good health. 
A deep sense of relaxation is also 
experienced.

MASKING
A moisturizing mask is recommended for dehydrated skin and 
a clay mask for oily skin. This will moisturize or remove excess 
sebum, respectively.

APPLICATION OF SERUM
Your skin deserves the best care and the best way of providing 
this is by using a good anti-aging serum. It helps 
provide perfect care and rejuvenation.

Conclusively, youthfulness isn’t an illusion anymore, 
these simple steps will yield ever glowing and 
youthful skin.
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Get the best smartphone and data deals 
with the smartphone festival data plans 
at any Gloworld outlet.
Exclusive offer available only till 22nd February, 2020.

SHARE THE LOVE
Get up to 24GB Data to share with the Valentine Combo Pack
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